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Nutrition is often the most hotly debated topic in the health

and fitness industry. Unfortunately, this has led to there being

TOO MUCH information, leading to

people becoming confused over which advice is “best”. The

reality, however, is there really is no such thing as the "perfect”

diet, because we, as humans, are so genetically different that

no 2 bodies react exactly the same when it comes to nutrition.

In fact, even the SAME body will react differently every time

you try something again, meaning you can never be certain

what to expect.

 

Despite this, there are more sensible approaches that you can

follow devised from many years of scientific experimentation

and practices that deliver consistent

results. At Elysium Edinburgh, we believe that you need to

SIMPLIFY nutrition, making it much easier to adhere to, which

will deliver not only quicker results, but ensure that the results

last.

 

The information included in this document is designed to

simplify the process of working out what your body needs,

getting you on the right track when it comes to nutrition and

allow you to adjust where and when applicable to attain your

desired goals. Your designated coach will also be there to

guide you through the process, keeping you right along the

way. Before you read this, be aware, there is no magic diet, no

4 week abs, no secret ingredient or special supplement that

you need to get you where you want to be. No magic tricks,

just solid scientific derived information that is guaranteed to

provide you results.

Introduction
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What You Need

To Know

Some nutrition jargon can be confusing, but

here’s a small list to get you in the right

position. Let’s keep it simple.

Body composition is the term used to describe

percentages of muscle, fat, bone and water.

When we are considering improving our body

composition we generally look to increase muscle

mass and decrease body fat.
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Caloric balance will determine how much body

fat and/or muscle we gain or lose over a period of

time. The best way to maintain caloric balance is

through controlled eating habits and exercise.

When weight/fat loss is the primary objective a

caloric deficit MUST be achieved i.e. calories

consumed must not exceed total calories

required to meet the needs of an individual and

their lifestyle.



Weight/Mass GAIN

To GAIN mass, you must present the body with a

SURPLUS of calories in order to lay down new tissue.

Whether that new tissue is Fat or Muscle is subject

to a large variation of factors. However, as with mass

LOSS, small increments are best over a longer

period of time to ensure less FAT is gained and more

Muscle is added. Don’t be under any false illusions

though, you will rarely put on new muscle tissue

without adding a little body fat, so be relaxed about

not having that lean physique whilst adding

strength and muscle - if it was that easy, every gym

goer would be walking around with a “dream

physique” which is rarely the case. So, small 5-10%

increments are adequate to increase mass/muscle.
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Selecting Your

Body Goals

With all the noise out there, too many people

are becoming lost in the sea of information

and end up following the wrong program for

the results they desire. We've split various

goals into 3 simple defintions so you can pick

the best system for you.



Weight/Mass MAINTENANCE

Generally, to gain weight we must remain in a

caloric surplus. However, it IS possible to gain

muscle mass whilst in a calorific deficit, so long as

excess body fat is utilised as an energy source. The

leaner and individual becomes, the more likely a

calorific surplus is required to gain muscle mass. If

the aforementioned calorie balance between input

and output in maintained, then one can expect to

maintain the mass they have. It is that simple.
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Weight/Mass LOSS

To LOSE mass (whether that mass be of fat, and or

muscle), a person must create a caloric deficit. The

rate of mass lost is subject to the % deficit. Of

course, if you cut calories by 20% the reduction in

mass will be a lot quicker than if you dropped 5%.

This fast loss must be a good idea , surely? Not so

fast…. Doing things this way lead to an

uncomfortable journey and, more importantly, it's

much less sustainable. You are much better making

smaller 5% adjustments and losing mass

consistently. Try doing things too quickly, and

you’ll hit a brick wall further down the line. Keep it

small, keep it consistent. 5-10% adjustments are all

that’s needed every time you hit a small plateau to

get it moving again.



Workout

System
Just as identifying an

appropriate diet is super

important when working

towards your goals,

identifying an appopriate

training system is also

essential.



Elysium Classes

Along with our huge selection of facilities, we also

offer 5 bespoke classes perfectly designed for

bringing our members from where they are right

now, to exactly where they want to be and beyond.

Elysium Size

Elysium HIIT
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Elysium Strong

Elysium Sweat

Improve fitness levels

Elysium Shape

Burn as much energy as possible

Female Only

Gain strength & confidence

Improve shape and tone your body

Learn proper weight training

Improve Your Physique

Gain Muscle

Get stronger

Gain Confidence

Improve Athleticism

High Intensity Interval Training

Short and Sharp



Calories
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Step 1 - BMR
To work out your calorie requirements you must

first know your BMR (Basal Metabolic Rate). This

is the number of calories required by an

individual purely to function (without exercise).

Then, we must consider our activity levels and

adjust our calorie volume accordingly. The

more active an individual the higher the calorie

requirement.

Calories
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Step 2 - Bodyweight
Choose the Bodyweight closest to your desired

goal weight. Overall calories are calculated

assuming each individual will be training 3-5

days per week at a moderate to high intensity.
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Tip - When the aim is to gain muscle mass an increase in

body fat levels can often occur due to the surplus in

calories. A simple 5% reduction to overall calorie

consumption whilst keeping the protein levels at the

advised amount (below) can help to minimise any

increase in body fat levels.

Calorie

Calculator

 



Diet

Structure
Structuring Your Diet &

Macronutrient Balance
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Diet Structure

Carbohydrates

If the goal is to lose weight then 2.2-3.3g per

kg of bodyweight is a good target. For our

80kg individual this would work out at 175-

265g of carbs per day. When the goal is to

gain weight then 3.3-4.4g per kg of

bodyweight should be the target, allowing for

265-350g of carbs per day. 1g of carbs = 4

calories.

Fat

For fats, simply use the remaining calorie

allowance. 1g of fat = 9 calories.

Protein

As a rule of thumb, aim to consume between

2.0 - 2.2g of protein per kg of bodyweight. For

example- an individual weighing 80kg would

aim to eat 160 - 175g of protein per day. 1g of

protein = 4 calories.
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700

Calories
Protein - 175g

Example

Using these formulas, if our 80kg client was

looking to gain muscle there BMR and

macros might look as follows:

Carbs - 352g

Fat - 128g

3265

Calories
Weight Gain

1157

Calories

1408

Calories

Changes can be made with fats and carbs depending on

individual preference, but protein should remain constant.



Protein is an essential macronutrient for

muscle gain and retention, and can be

eaten from a variety of sources – meat, fish,

dairy, nuts, pulses etc.

Around 2.0 - 2.2g of protein per kg of body

weight is best for most people.

Carbs may take a secondary role to protein. However,

they remain very important for fuelling and recovering

from hard workouts. Carbs can also spare the existing

muscle tissue being used as fuel, so are a great muscle

sparing nutrient. NOT the demon it’s made out to be.

Dietary Fats are absolutely essential for

overall health and optimal hormonal

function leading to improved performance

and well-being.

Higher carbs should be eaten with higher

workout volumes and daily

activity levels

Fats are the generally an easy

macronutrient to add into the diet during

growth phases, and easy to remove during

cutting down due to their high calorie

value (9 kcal/ gram).

Points & Tips
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- Establish your calorie BMR (Basal Metabolic Rate)

- Understand how much you consume per day 

 (don’t be scared to track calories each day)

- Determine your goal (loss/maintenance/gain)

- Set Macros with Protein/Carbs/Fats guidelines

- Increase OR Decrease Daily Calories by 5% to start

progress.

- Assess WEEKLY to determine next move.

- If you are unsure ASK YOUR COACH – we all need

a little help sometimes

-  Love the process

Summary

In order to achieve the best results possible, we

must learn to know our own bodies and how it

reacts to certain nutritional choices. There is

certainly no one size/diet fits all. The guidelines

set above are simply that…. guidelines. The

Elysium coaching team are confident that when

followed consistently alongside a well-

developed training programme, amazing results

can be achieved and maintained. We have

performed this process with hundreds, if not

thousands, of members. When it comes to

nutrition, we have a simple philosophy – be

persistent to reach your goal, be consistent to

keep it.
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www.elysium-edinburgh.com

+44 7584 123213

info@elysium-edinburgh.com

If you have any other questions regarding

how to get started on your weight loss

journey, please do not hesitate to contact

our expert coaching team and they will be

happy to help you.


